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MaxLite launches wattage and CCT selectable flat panels
WEST CALDWELL, N.J. (October 30, 2020) – MaxLite announces the new generation of FlatMax® LED Flat
Panels with wattage and CCT selectable models that save shelf space and meet the varied lighting
preferences of commercial, health care and educational environments. With three discrete lumen outputs and
color temperatures available in each model, three SKUs now replace 27!
MaxLite offers the new panel generation in 1x4, 2x2 and 2x4 sizes. Each model allows installers to select the
CCT (3500K, 4000K or 5000K) and light output (ranging from 2,000 to 4,900 lumens) best suited to the
application. FlatMax panels are compatible with most 0-10V dimmers. The series includes motion sensor and
emergency battery-backup options to help facilities optimize energy savings and meet building codes. The
panels are easy to install using the corresponding surface mount, flange mount or aircraft cable kits.
“With the new FlatMax generation, distributors can give customers all the options they need in a flat panel
without having to increase their carrying costs,” said Ramesh Raghavan, director of indoor product
management. “The new back-lit panels deliver the same high-quality illumination as previous generations,
ensuring a seamless transition for end users.”
The panels are DLC listed, enabling customers to take advantage of applicable utility rebates. In addition to
field-selectable models, the family includes fixed CCT models in 4000K as a price-effective solution for
customers or projects requiring less flexibility.
FlatMax panels have a long lumen maintenance lifetime of 100,000 hours and come supported by MaxLite’s
10-year warranty. View the product page for complete specifications:
https://www.maxlite.com/products/flatmax-backlit-panels-g4-wattage-cct-selectable/
To see the complete MaxLite portfolio of LED panels, troffers and retrofit kits, visit www.maxlite.com.
FlatMax Wattage and CCT Select Flat Panels
1x4 (MLFP14G420WCS): 20W/25W/30W; 3500K/4000K/5000K; 2,500-3,450 lm
2x2 (MLFP22G418WCS): 18W/27W/36W; 3500K/4000K/5000K; 2,000-3,820 lm
2x4 (MLFP24G427WCS): 27W/36W/45W; 3500K/4000K/5000K; 3,100-4,900 lm
FlatMax Fixed CCT Flat Panels
2x2 (MLFP22G43040): 30W; 4000K, 3,300 lm
2x4 (MLFP24G44040): 40W, 4000K, 4,400 lm
About MaxLite (www.maxlite.com)
MaxLite has been committed to providing energy-efficient lighting products since 1993. One of the first movers
into LED technology in the industry, MaxLite offers an extensive line of quality, certified indoor and outdoor
LED lamps and luminaires. A five-time recipient of the ENERGY STAR Partner of the Year Award for its
industry leadership, MaxLite continues to be at the forefront of energy-efficient technologies through the
innovative research and development capabilities of its teams and facilities in New Jersey, Indiana and
California. MaxLite is a nationally certified Minority Business Enterprise (MBE) by the National Minority
Supplier Diversity Council. For more information, call 800-555-5629, email info@maxlite.com, or follow us
on LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.
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